
May 26, 2020 
 
Dear EHS Class of 2020 Families, 
 
We are excited for the car parade on June 3rd starting at noon.  We hope you can join us on 
this day to celebrate our graduates! We are expecting a big turn out, so it’s important that we all 
follow the plan outlined below.  We will hold this event rain or shine! 
 
Parade Guidelines 
 

● Families are permitted one graduate per car (the exception would be graduating twins).  
● The graduate should sit in the front or back seat on the passenger side of the car. 
● Post a sign in the rear passenger side window with the graduate’s name in large print.  
● No one is permitted to exit the vehicle while on the parade route. 
● The graduate should wear their graduation cap and gown. 
● No vehicles will be permitted onto school premises without a graduate on board. 
● Congregating on campus before, during, or after the parade is not permitted. 

 
Parade Route Directions (See the diagram below) 
 

1. All cars will enter from the lower Ellis Lane entrance ONLY and travel around the 
perimeter of East and Fugett.  

2. When pulling up to the front entrance of East and once given direction, ONLY the 
graduate will exit the passenger side to receive their diploma jacket and have a 
professional picture taken.  (We are purchasing each graduate to one 8x10 professional 
quality photograph). 

3. The graduate will then immediately return to their vehicle. Their vehicle will turn left 
into the teacher’s parking lot, drive through that lot, and exit right down the hill toward 
the lower Ellis Lane exit.  
 

Arrival Times at East 
 
Please arrive according to your homeroom and the corresponding time listed below. If you are in 
a special homeroom (library/WVIK/leadership) please arrive with your ORIGINAL homeroom: 
 
Guihan (Abate - Boggess) 11:55 - 12:10 Patt (Lewin - McConnell) 1:40 - 1:55 

Brennan (Bonner - Clifford) 12:10 - 12:25 Sackitey (McElreavey - Ngai) 1:55 - 2:10 

Sweeney, M. (Collins - DePero) 12:25 - 12:40 Keenan (Nguyen - Pielli) 2:10 - 2:25 

Monaghan (Diasseny - Fay) 12:40 - 12:55 Gilvary (Pierson - Rulon) 2:25 - 2:40 

Flynn (Feola - Greco) 12:55 - 1:10 Delancey (Rumsey - Soto) 2:40 - 2:55 

Mandarino (Grenell - Jabkowski) 1:10 - 1:25 Killoran (Stafford - Trout) 2:55 - 3:10 



Schlamb (Jackard - Lejuez) 1:25 - 1:40 Sweeney, C. (Tucker - Zingani) 3:10 - 3:25 

 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out. We are looking forward to this 
exciting event and hope to say farewell to the spectacular class of 2020! 
 

 


